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Deep Cognition is thrilled to unveil our website’s fresh, revamped look after months of design and development work. With a modern design, enhanced navigation and exciting new features, the website offers a user experience that reflects our innovative solutions.




Deep Cognition was launched in 2017 with a clear mission to solve some of the toughest business problems using cutting-edge artificial intelligence. We created PaperEntry AI – the most accurate and configurable Document-to-Data (D2D) automation software that leverages the power of generative AI to extract, analyze and process data from the most complex documents with unparalleled speed and accuracy.




Our website underwent a revamp to deliver a streamlined user experience that aligns with the company’s brand identity. The result is a visually appealing yet highly functional website that enhances the overall user journey.




“We’re excited to announce the launch of our new website,” said Kurt Knapton, CEO of Deep Cognition. “As Deep Cognition continues to advance at the same rapid pace as generative AI itself, it’s important for us to upgrade our site to more effectively communicate the amazing innovation and transformative value that our PaperEntry AI platform is delivering to our growing base of commercial and government customers. We invite you to explore our new site firsthand.”




Sleek Design, Seamless Navigation




Deep Cognition’s sleek, modern design provides users with a seamless navigation experience. Our web content is categorized into logical sections, making it easy to find exactly what you’re looking for.
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UX-Oriented Interface




From the intuitive navigation to the responsive layout that adapts seamlessly to different devices, we ensure every interaction with our website is enjoyable and hassle-free. Our team also prioritized accessibility, ensuring our web content is easily consumable by users with varying abilities and needs.




Interactive Calculator




One of the standout additions to our redesigned website is the interactive PaperEntry AI Return on Investment calculator. This powerful tool allows users to calculate the cost of their current manual data entry processes and compare it to the savings possible using PaperEntry AI.




Simply input your data and watch as the tool crunches the numbers, providing you with valuable insights into the impact PaperEntry AI could have for your team.
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Informative Case Studies and Resources




Our redesigned website features an extensive library of case studies, showcasing real-world applications of our generative AI solutions across the industries we serve. Website visitors can also explore our service pages and blog section for thought-provoking articles and industry updates.
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Explore the All-New Deep Cognition Website




From interactive tools and informative content to intuitive navigation, Deep Cognition’s website was transformed into a dynamic hub of information and resources designed to provide users with nothing less than an exceptional web experience.




Visit our all-new Deep Cognition website and experience the future of user-centric design and innovation.




Stay tuned for more exciting updates and innovations as we continue to push the boundaries of what’s possible with AI. Schedule a Demo of PaperEntry AI by Deep Cognition today!
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What is data entry and its importance in a business?




Data entry is the process of entering information into a computer system and then transferring it to another medium. In 2024, this is a crucial function because it enables businesses to effectively and successfully organize, store, and manipulate their data. This can assist businesses in making more informed decisions, streamlining operations, and offering their clients better service(s). Data analysis and the ability to track and analyze that data over time, are additional reasons why data entry is very important for businesses.




What is automation in the world of business and its impact?




Automation in business refers to using technology to perform tasks or processes automatically, with limited or no need for human intervention. This can involve automating various processes and getting work done more efficiently by using software, robots, and other modern technologies.




In the new era of 2024, most companies, regardless of their size, have begun focusing on how they can digitally transform to better themselves. The goal of digital transformation, or the process of integrating digital technology into every aspect of a business, is to stand out from one’s competitors by providing services in the best possible ways.




Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are being used in document processing in 2024 to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the data entry process. Data can be automatically extracted from scanned documents like commercial invoices, packing lists, bills, receipts, and various other forms and documents by using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies.




Traditional data entry Vs Data entry automation




The term “Automation” has captured much attention around the globe. With businesses moving to digital transformation, many new technologies have been implemented. Out of all these new technological trends related to digital transformation, Data Entry Automation is ever-increasing and plays a vital role in most industries. Before we dive into why it’s crucial for any business, let’s look into what differentiates traditional manual data entry from data entry automation.




Manual Data Entry – the process of gathering and combining data from multiple sources, frequently on a physical medium like paper or having it input by employees into a computer file. This way of entering data is free from technical sabotage. It’s protected against the possibility of cyber theft and security breaches which are now widespread in the internet age.




Although it may sound easy to do data entry this way, there are some significant disadvantages of doing manual data entry:




	Human errors can be made
	Time-consuming
	Additional costs to identify and rectify human errors
	The practical problem of training short-term employees during seasonal variations
	Data being sabotaged or stolen due to low security





Data Entry Automation – Data Entry Automation is the process of gathering and combining data automatically using technologies like OCR (Optical Character Recognition), RPA (Robotic Process Automation), ML (Machine learning), and AI (Artificial Intelligence). Various data and application types can be handled via data entry automation. It can be used to input financial information, staff and client details, etc.




Why have most businesses switched to data entry automation?




Businesses can reap a multitude of benefits by adopting data automation instead of continuing to do manual data entry. An effective data entry automation process can make a business more profitable for those running it and more convenient for those using its services, if implemented correctly.




Below are some reasons why many businesses are using data entry automation:




Cost-effectiveness – By reducing the number of employees required to carry out data entry operations, automation can help companies save money.




Improved Accuracy – Automation can help reduce the number of mistakes made during data entry, which increases the accuracy and quality of the data.




Less Time – Automation can greatly speed up the data entry process, enabling companies to quickly and effectively process large amounts of information.




Scalability – As a business expands, the amount of data that must be processed may also significantly increase. But businesses can very easily scale their data input operations with the aid of automation to meet the increasing demands.




How can Data Entry Automation increase your ROI?




Data Entry Automation reduces the need for manual systems and processes, which drastically reduces the requirement to hire a large workforce. In this situation, the amount of money allocated to pay for the employees can be saved. Automating will help your team be more efficient and will allow them to focus more of their efforts on revenue-generating tasks. Furthermore, automating the data entry process can save the costs that would be incurred to rectify the errors made in the manual data entry process.




Whether you are running a small or large-scale business, you may have much data to be managed and dealt with on a regular basis. Manual data entry can be time-consuming, expensive, and prone to error.




Deep Cognition’s automation tool, PaperEntry, can assist you with your various automation needs. Automating your data entry processes will help you enter data faster and more accurately and save you money in this digital transformation era. PaperEntry not only includes all the above-mentioned benefits but also helps ensure the reliability and security of your data.




Contact us at sales@deepcognition.ai for more information.
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Many people believe that AI will replace humans in the near future and that it is ‘AI vs (versus) Humans’. But what most fail to see is that it is really ‘AI x (times) Humans’. AI goes hand in hand with human beings and the two working together is a great example of “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”




Artificial intelligence (AI) and humans are two very different things, each with their own unique capabilities and limitations. While AI can process and analyze vast amounts of data quickly and accurately, humans possess creativity, intuition, and emotional intelligence. In many ways, AI and humans complement each other and, when used together, they can achieve great things.




AI’s capacity to quickly and accurately process and analyze large amounts of data is a key advantage of data entry automation. AI algorithms can be trained to recognize specific patterns and data structures, making it possible to automate the process of data entry. This can save hours of time and effort and reduce the risk of errors that can occur when humans perform the task manually.




Another key benefit is AI’s ability to work around the clock. Unlike humans, AI algorithms do not need breaks or time off, so they can process data continuously. This is especially useful for businesses that need to process large amounts of data regularly.




However, while AI excels at fast and accurate data entry, it lacks the creativity and intuition that humans possess. For example, humans are better at understanding context and making decisions based on incomplete or ambiguous information. This means that AI may struggle with certain types of data that are not well-structured or require a high level of understanding.




Additionally, AI algorithms are only as good as the data on which they are trained. An AI system must be trained on a diverse set of data to be able to accurately process data from different sources or in different formats.




AI and humans have their unique strengths and weaknesses when it comes to data entry. While AI can process and analyze large amounts of data quickly and accurately, human beings possess creativity and intuition that can be useful in understanding context and making decisions. By combining the strengths of both AI and humans (e.g. a data entry automation solution with human validation), companies and organizations can improve efficiency and productivity, reduce costs, and save time.




When using AI as a tool to assist humans, there are limitless possibilities. So it is important to keep in mind that AI is not a replacement for human intelligence, but rather a powerful tool to enhance and improve it.
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Custom entry is a declaration of goods entering or leaving the country that is processed legally in accordance with the laws and regulations. In the whole process of customs clearance, customs entry plays a major role in clearing the cargo on time. Customs clearance in short is a necessary procedure for permitting goods that are transported to a country.




Customs entry documents provide details about the shipment such as value and description of goods, country of origin, commercial invoice, packing lists and etc.




A good customs entry procedure can benefit the business in many ways like saving them from paying extra fines and clearing their goods on time.




Types of documents used in Customs Entry




There are various documents you might need to provide for customs clearance when importing or exporting goods. It’s crucial to understand what documents you require and why you need them.




The main reason why you need these documents to proceed the import or export of goods is to prevent illegal or prohibited cargo from entering or leaving a country.




The kind of documentation you require for importing and exporting your items will depend on the type of goods you have. Types of documents can differ depending on the country of origin or destination. But let’s look into some common documents needed for customs entry:




	Commercial Invoice – A legal document of sales transactions between the buyers and the sellers
	Packing Lists – A list that is used to identify the packages being shipped with the help of coding and details of the packages’ weight, volume, or number of packages.
	Country of Origin – The country from where the goods have been sent.
	Description of the goods – This includes all the quantity, and unit of the measure invoice number, date of issue, and total item value.
	Cost, insurance, and Freight (CIF)
	Customs Clarification Number.
	Approximate Number of Duties you may expect to pay on the goods.





Apart from the above-mentioned documents, there are two types of entries. They are formal entries and informal entries.




Formal Entries




The goods valued at $2500 or more must be covered by an entry or surety bond to bring them into a country. These kinds of goods require a formal entry. Since these goods have a high value, they are assumed as commercial goods.




Informal Entries




The goods that are valued below $2500. Since these goods are assumed they are not used for commercial purposes, there’s no entry or surety bond in order to bring them into a country.




CHALLENGES FACED IN CUSTOMS ENTRY




	Time-consuming





The declaration of goods and manual customs entry documents is very time-consuming. Coping up with the expansion of international trade with a limited number of laborers can lead to an excessive workload which can be stressful.




	Prone to errors





There are high chances of human errors while handling the customs entry process manually. For example, a slight error in an invoice number can lead to misdeclarations and more errors and delays in updating documents. 




	Additional expenses





Manually entering the customs entry process can be highly error-prone. Rectifying these errors can incur additional expenses as employees have to work overtime. 




	Causes delayed arrivals





Due to errors in the customs entry process, customs clearance can get delayed resulting in a setback in arrivals of goods to the destination. This can lead to extra penalties for anchoring the ship and also affect the relationships with stakeholders.




	Seasonal Variations 





During special seasonal times, more goods come into a country compared to other times of the year. At the same time, regular workers take leaves during special seasonal times of the year. In order to continue the operational activities in the customs, managers hire temporary workers as a replacement. Due to the unfamiliarity with the data entry process, these workers can cause more errors in data entry which costs additional expenses to rectify.




HOW CAN WE IMPROVE CUSTOMS ENTRY?




With all the drawbacks of a complete manual customs entry system we discussed above, shifting to a data entry automation is the best decision for a business. Data entry automation makes sure all your data is entered efficiently and effectively.




Go paperless – Manual data entry operators have to go through thousands of paperwork on a daily basis. By adopting a paperless approach and storing data in the cloud, data entry operators can easily access documents anytime anywhere.




Enhance customer relationships with advanced workflows – Standardize businesses’ workflows to identify risks, make quick decisions, and get approvals on time. This will help the goods to be delivered on time to the end destination. As a result, a good and healthy relationship can be maintained with the customer.




Free from extra penalties – Customers can be freed from paying extra penalties for anchorage by entering data accurately in the customs entry process.




All these challenges can be met by shifting to customs entry automation. By doing this, businesses can save time, increase efficiency, enter accurate data, and gain more control of the business all while being cost-effective.




HOW CAN PAPER ENTRY HELP YOU?




PaperEntry by Deep Cognition is an AI software solution created to provide many automated services. PaperEntry is a Customs Entry Automation solution that helps businesses successfully clear customs at affordable prices.




You can get a clear vision of the whole process of Paper Entry in the solution section of Deep Cognition.




Connect with us at sales@deepcognition.ai
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Large businesses have many administration processes within the company which can get complicated at a point. But businesses find ways to sustain the growth. In order to focus on the current priorities, businesses reach out to BPO and SSC services.




By taking this step, businesses can focus more on their current priorities and hand their back-office and front-office work to professionals. BPO and SSC pave the way to reach goals, meet deadlines, get new clients, and grow your business.




Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) is the process of contracting a third party outside the company to take care of some activities of the business. Some of the major areas BPO services assist businesses with are payroll, accounting, telemarketing, data recording, social media, and customer support.




In contrast, an organization’s SSC is a centralized division that offers support services to numerous departments or business divisions. It’s when a business consolidates some of its functions to achieve efficiencies. human resources, data analytics, project management, and facilities management are some of the services rendered by SSC.




What differentiates BPO and SSC?




BPO and SSC are not mutually exclusive which means they can be used together at the same time.




The main difference between Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Shared Services Centers( SSC) is that BPO involves getting an external company hired to handle specific tasks or processes, shared services on the other hand refer to the internal sharing of resources and expertise within a company.




A company may outsource its customer service to an external BPO provider, to handle HR and IT support.




Businesses reach out to SSC for data analytics. As they make data-driven decisions, this makes it easier for them to analyze and identify new trends in the market.




What is AI Automation?




Artificial Intelligence is a constellation of many different technologies working together to enable machines to sense, comprehend, act, and learn with human-like levels of intelligence.




Applying traditional machine learning methods to real-world business problems is time-consuming, resource-intensive, and challenging. Therefore businesses have shifted to automation to ease their business tasks.




AI Automation for BPO and SSC services




Automation for BPO




The manual method of doing tasks embedded in a workflow often lead to human errors and data loss causing delays and re-work of the entire process. This is considered a big drawback by businesses operating at large scale.




For example, data entry is a repetitive task that can be considered as a type of BPO service. Manually entering data can cause high chances of human errors. Data entry automation is one of the solutions to tackle this issue. Data entry tasks can be automated with the help of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technologies, avoiding the risk of human errors.




BPO automation, in particular, increases efficiency as well as accuracy, and incorporating AI in BPO presents a world of new opportunities.




Automation for SSC




Repetitive, manual tasks are demotivating for employees of businesses. Automation helps SSC’s to achieve cost efficiencies through workflows and tools for standardized processes.




Let’s look into some advantages of using AI automation in BPO and SSC services




	Thousands of documents can be scanned and extracted faster in less time– Businesses across many industries handle large amounts of claims, invoices, applications, call records, employee and customer records, and other data documentation. By shifting to AI automation, businesses process data entry much faster. Well-developed AI systems can now read and understand the characters in these documents within seconds.
	Elimination of Errors – In AI automation, bots can even evaluate data and information so that BPO and SSC businesses can eliminate errors.
If any wrong data is extracted by OCR, AI will identify and notify employees for manual validation.
	High Security– Even when companies have trustworthy employees working for them, entering sensitive data can still be a privacy concern. As AI automation softwares do not recognize the importance or value of entered data, the privacy of clients is secured.
Due to advanced technologies used by AI, data is protected as only authorized personnels have access to these data.
	Increased Efficiency – In the modern era of automation, BPO and SSC services can do their work efficiently compared to work done by humans in the early years. As bots don’t have the feeling of fatigue and tiredness which humans have, they can do the desired work efficiently. As a result, employees can be allocated to more value-added tasks.
	Enter data once with machine learning – Whether it is a BPO or SSC company, you have to train your employees with the work they are assigned as it gives them an understanding of their job nature. But with AI automation, it’s just the process of entering data once and the software can do any related tasks afterward. And if the bots need to learn something new, you can either replace them with new bots or change their programming.





How is AI Automation affecting the human workforce?




Many people fear AI will take over all their jobs and leave them unemployed. But that’s not the case. Automating your BPO or SSC businesses can reduce the stress and workload of employees.
It means they finally have time to focus more on the value-added tasks that the bots can’t do.




In contrast, Automation creates many jobs. These new professions can require different skills to work in this automation period. As per an article, AI and automation may create as many as 133 billion jobs in the US alone, with similar trends expected globally. Therefore workers will have to upskill and reskill in their careers to survive in the future world of automation.




Conclusion




As a BPO or SSC business, you may have large data to be managed and dealt with on a daily basis. Entering data manually can be time-consuming, error-prone, and costly.




With Deep Cognition’s automation tool, PaperEntry can assist you with various automation needs which fits your requirement. Automating your data entry processes will help you enter data faster, more accurately, and cost effectively. PaperEntry has not only the above-mentioned benefits but also ensures the trust and security of your data.




Contact us at sales@deepcognition.ai for more information.
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Data entry automation is one of the biggest tech trends of the 21st century that made many industries such as logistics and the supply chain, manufacturing, healthcare, and marketing see a revolutionary solution to the manual data entry process. Automation is an efficiently productive, qualitative, and swift way of entering data while digitalizing manual tasks ensuring the quality of the data.




Incorporating data entry automation into business processes has increased at a rapid pace in the past few years, especially during the years of the pandemic. New technological advancements like AI, RPA, and OCR can read, analyze, and enter data without human interference.




Data entry automation consists of the following features;




	Extracts data from structured and unstructured documents
	Processes data
	Compares data and recognizes mismatches and duplicates
	Transparent and 99.9% accurate  
	Template-free
	Offers cloud storage





How is automation boosting the customs brokerage industry?




The role of customs in international trade is a game-changing process that sometimes goes underestimated.




Customs brokerage companies engage with enormous volumes of data every single day, including the laws and regulations of several nations and jurisdictions. Processing such documents daily can be time-consuming and error-prone as they are done manually.




The following are some of the essential duties of customs brokerage processing:




	Completing, auditing, and entering data from critical documents
	Data entry of shipment information into the client database
	Management of daily tracing reports
	Assuring compliance with applicable customs regulations
	Recognizing tariff and tax declarations





Automation in customs entry brokerage




Traditionally, customs entry was done manually where a hired employee would enter each of the information, including importer and shipper details, vessel data, bills, and invoices to the system or the database. Since, the destiny of a business is determined by the customs brokers who make sure that your imported goods or cargo complies with the laws and regulations of the nation or state and is authorized to enter, in order to offer their clients the highest level of service, customs brokers must ensure that they are up to date on industry developments and have the newest technology.




Automation of customs entry provides a single-window setting where you may manage everything in one sitting. It can enable new technology, give real-time information, and seamlessly integrate data. You have ample time to focus on activities that add more value because automation has protected the accuracy and data entry responsibilities.




Here are some benefits of automation in customs brokerage;




Saves time




The performance of customs brokerage is time-dependent. In the past, the customs data entry process was carried out manually, and documents and invoices would pile up before they are entered into the database. This threatens the customs process as it consumes up a lot of time, wears out the workers, and can be faulty. Customers can get impatient when the details about their cargo didn’t reach them on time and when their shipments get stuck at the customs due to documentation issues. 




Data entry automation makes sure that without human intervention, all the relevant documents are quickly extracted and stored on cloud storage and easily accessible on time. It guards the efficiency of the customs brokerage and the employees can monitor the entire process to make sure that nothing goes out of order, and boosts the customs process.  




Streamlines documentation




The customs brokerage must be constant and their input and output process must uphold the shipments’ stability. Customs can now automate their documentation procedure to simplify the processing of documents and streamline the entire process.




Data entry automation solutions can extract data from both structured and unstructured data and store them in cloud storage. As this process doesn’t involve manual labor, the customs entry process can become efficient and productive because technologies that power automation solutions don’t tire up. Thus, streamlining documentation can enhance the quality of the customs brokerage industry.




Minimizes errors




Manual customs entry process is highly erroneous. It can always result in wrong documentation, entering wrong statistics, and duplicating data. Automation provides the solutions for these issues. Data entry automation is highly accurate as it is entirely digitalized.




Rectifying manual data entry errors can be costly, in this case, automation reduces additional costs. Moreover, error-free documentation can avoid complications with the shipment when they enter through country borders. Therefore, automation can be quite efficient in the customs brokerage industry.




Reduce paperwork




If customs haven’t switched to data entry automation yet, then undoubtedly spend your days sorting through mountains of paper. Customs brokerage doesn’t have time to sort through paper, look for mismatches, and make sure all the information is correctly processed. Moreover, to keep things all organized, a lot of money is required. You must pay for filing cabinets, printers, ink, labor costs, and additional square footage if you rent an office space in order to have enough capacity to store it all. By switching to automation, you can eliminate manual data entry process once for all.




When the entire world is bent over eco-friendly methods, customs brokerage can do their fair amount of contribution to the world by automating which not only eliminates paperwork but also boosts the efficiency of the entire industry.  




How can PaperEntry help you?




PaperEntry is an AI automation solution offered by Deep Cognition. PaperEntry technology is designed to work with different types of documents. The documents can be extracted from emails, shared folders, and can be integrated via APIs.




PaperEntry not only provides the aforementioned facilities but also ensures the trust and security of your data.




For more information contact us at sales@deepcognition.ai 
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After the heavy blow from the Covid-19 pandemic, the supply chain industry is facing another test. The on-going Russia-Ukraine war is not just politically destabilizing countries but whacking the supply chain management as well. The reason is that Russia’s position as both a strategic political stronghold and a giant in the supply chain as well. With sanctions and conflicts causing disruption in the smooth running of the supply chain, the west is facing dire consequences at the moment.




According to the World Trade Organization, Russia is ranked as the 16th-largest exporter. Moreover, Russia own strength in petroleum, coal and gas trade across globe. Therefore, the market shock faced by the supply chain industry is immense.




As the chaos in trade mounts up, freight forwarders and suppliers needed to hunt for new resources proactively to ensure the kinks are strong to hold the consumer demand. But that is not as easy as it sounds. The industry was pulled to bottom by a pandemic and now slowly reeling from its impact, turning to new resources, traders, and investors is a dangerous risk to take.




What the war changed in the industry?




The war is accountable for many unprecedented changes, such as:




	Cost of manufacturing goods
	Disruption in supply
	Trade routes
	Surge of consumer demand due to short supply





Should CFOs worry?




The war has been both political and economic, so what does it means to the CFOs who has to carry the burden of the company finances?




The financial teams all over the globe is facing the risk of losing their core assets. Since the supply trade is derailed, the functioning of the financial departments are seeing a decrease. As a result, the companies are now shackled with the challenges of managing the financial flow of the company.




The important question is what CFOs can could do to soften the blow.




The CFOs can;




Set Up a new cross-functional Team: These functional teams can develop and implement strong mitigation and reduction strategies for various situations.




Keep up and manage supplier relationships: In an occasion where large-scale disruptions take place, suppliers will be overwhelmed with a storm of requests. So the companies must ensure that their wishes remain relevant and fixated to allow suppliers to function efficiently.




Assess Impact of the Crisis: Businesses and industries will be affected by the on-going crisis. Therefore the companies and organizations need to analyze the range of factors ranging from demography to geography, the cash flow, cyber threats etc. to gauge the extent the Ukraine crisis will impact them.




Realigning portfolio: Businesses should think about their product portfolio, gain a realistic understanding of what can and cannot be manufactured in the (near) future, and consider manufacturing reinvention as a potential solution.




How can data automation help CFOs to reduce the crisis?




One of the most productive solution that CFOs can take is data automation. The traditional manual data entry process can be time-consuming and expensive, given the fact that laborers are need to be hired to do the job.




Why should CFOs think about data entry automation?




Aside from being swift and productive. The data entry automation solutions are meant to be;




	99.9% accurate
	Quickly integrated
	Template-free
	Uploaded to cloud
	Easily extracted





So imagine, automation has solutions for your burning supply chain questions and the crisis. Automation solutions are developed using AI and RPA technology which are easy to use and integrated to the ERM system.




How can Deep Cognition help?




PaperEntry is developed by Deep Cognition to automate your data entry process. PaperEntry gives you swift access to your data straight from your TMS or ERP system. It is 99% accurate and cuts costs up to 90%. With just four process; Table extraction, custom labeling, validating, and integration, PaperEntry can be your next tech solution.
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AI or Artificial Intelligence is one of the biggest tech trends in the 21st century that revolutionized the digitalization of many industries.




The sophisticated features of AI are now broadening its horizons by creating software that could automate data entry processes. Joining forces with data entry automation, AI now allows you to step away from manual data entry processes like scanning, documenting, and storing. Using AI automation can save up more time to enhance your business revenues, create client connections, and mitigate disruptions in your workflow.




AI automation solutions don’t need indexing, categorizing, templates, or keywords. Instead, it is capable of extracting the correct data and information from a wide variety of documents such as word docs, PDF files, or invoices. They can also recognize languages, formats, and symbols ensuring that each detail is accurately extracted.




Technically, AI automation solutions seek to replace manual data entry processes and mitigate errors occurring during the process. The AI technology is highly accurate and it reduces issues such as data duplication, data loss, and misinformation.




Why is AI powered data automation the future?




It is said that the data capture solutions are projected to hit $3.84 billion globally by 2024. With manual data entry processes gradually seeing an end, AI automation technology is slowly invading companies across the globe.  




Here are some reasons why AI powered data automation is the future.    




Data classification




Companies have to deal with thousands of data on a daily basis. When data is entered, they need to be properly categorized or indexed so that it is easily accessible when needed.




For a long time, manual data classification had drained too much time and strength while being prone to misidentification.




AI automation technology has an inherent ability to classify and sort different types of documents ranging from images to PDFs. After a document is processed once, AI solutions are capable of identifying the type of data and learning where the data should be extracted to. Sample documents can be provided to the software and eventually, it will be able to understand the variations. The very next moment it sees a similar document it is capable of understanding the data. 




This quick recognition process ensures swift data processing and it effectively addresses the human errors made during data entry. It not only enhances the accuracy of data but also creates a high level of confidentiality.




Enables data extraction




AI automation solutions are excellent modes of data extraction. They are capable of extracting data whether the document is structured or not. For example, a company not always deals with printed documents, there are handwritten documents as well. It is a hard process to read handwritten documents, understand them, and extract the data as they are not structured well enough. AI automation technology provides the perfect solution. The advanced deep learning system in AI software can recognize and understand handwritten symbols and extract them effortlessly without human interference.  




Furthermore, manual data entry processes need keywords and templates, but AI automation does not. For example, processes like invoice identification which usually need templates, are easily handled and extracted through AI automation.




Thus, AI automation solutions can be considered far superior to alternatives like manual processing. For years, people have struggled with over-exhaustion, time consumption, and additional costs due to the inconveniences like difficulty in reading handwritten characters, duplicated data entries, and data misidentification. AI automation technology offers solutions to mitigate these issues by understanding complex patterns of numbers and data and formatting them before processing them for future reference.




This establishes the accuracy that is often lacking in the traditional data entry processes.  Above all, you can reduce the money spent on data correction and increase the productivity of your services.




Validity and security




Generally, manual data entry processes can cause data duplication, data misidentification, and tardiness.




AI automation solutions guarantees that your information maintains accuracy. Their deep learning capacity makes them capable of recognizing whether data is duplicated or altered. When an error is identified by AI, data can be re-entered manually or the OCR frame can be adjusted to rectify the error. Once this error has been rectified, Al Trainer retrains the Al to avoid the error in the future, constantly improving for more accurate data extraction.




In the traditional manual data entry processes, employees had to match through documents and confirm their validity. With AI automation doing that job, time and energy can be saved up to focus on strategies to increase ROI and the quality of your services.




Increase productivity     




AI automation technology not only eases your data entry process but also directly impacts the functionality of your business.




It ensures to,




	Reduce manual errors
	Reduce paperwork and save money
	Improve clarity
	Fasten the process





By reducing errors caused by manual data processes, AI automation solutions offer more time to focus on strengthening relationships with the stakeholders and providing efficient services to your current customers. Optimizing your productivity with AI automation will directly help boost your profits and revenues. Business reputation is a crucial aspect. AI automation allows you to focus more on enhancing customer relationship thereby increasing your customer service and company value.




Why choose PaperEntry?




PaperEntry is an AI automation solution offered by Deep Cognition. PaperEntry technology is designed to work with different types of documents. The documents can be extracted from emails, shared folders, and can be integrated via APIs.




PaperEntry not only provides the aforementioned facilities but also ensures the trust and security of your data.




For more information contact us at sales@deepcognition.ai
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There’s one problem that many of us have in common, regardless of our title, function, or industry: PAPERWORK!!!




Paper-based processes suffocate efficiency, reduce production, and even present security risks. Using antiquated paper-based methods often requires additional equipment and costs, like printers, fax machines, and mailing fees, to name a few. The waste produced by the use of paper is massive. Paper-based goods account for the majority of items that end up in landfills.





Despite the fact that we can see how paper negatively affects workflows, many businesses still struggle to eliminate it. Most sectors can’t seem to get away from paperwork, whether it’s a healthcare administrator manually entering patient data from paper forms or a government agency processing paperwork from printed PDFs.





It’s time to rethink your operations if you’re still moving papers from desk to desk, tracking down actual signatures, and correcting printer paper jams.





Here’s how to get rid of paper for good if you’re ready to become more efficient and free your company from the bondage of paperwork.




1. Consider WHY you’d like to go paperless





If you’ve had trouble persuading your company to go paperless, start by focusing on why you want to go paperless. If you can clearly explain why going paperless will benefit your company, you’ll have a better chance of gaining support from the top.





As with most business decisions, to successfully get the time, resources, and budget needed to eliminate paper processes and go digital, you must demonstrate a compelling ROI for going paperless.





With the current COVID-19 pandemic, it’s clear that going paperless is necessary to protect employees, customers, and everyone that interact with your company. The need to innovate and automate paper-based and in-person processes has accelerated dramatically as a result of COVID-19 in this current environment. And as with other Digital Transformation efforts aimed at successfully navigating the pandemic environment, the benefits of innovation and automation of paper-based processes will continue to reduce costs and improve efficiencies long after the pandemic subsides.





Here are some more reasons why automating your paper-based system could be beneficial to your company:




	Save time – Is your team being held back by paper-based processes? According to the State of Workflow Automation Report, 55% of workers spend at least a full day of their workweek on administrative duties.
	Preserve the environment – According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, the paper sector is one of the world’s greatest polluters of air and water, as well as waste products.
	Cost reduction – Companies spend $6 on handling and distribution for every $1 spent on copying, and half of all documents printed are thrown away within 24 hours.
	Increase productivity – Employees spend an average of 9.3 hours per week looking for and gathering information, according to a recent study. By eliminating paper and centralizing data, this inefficient use of time can be drastically reduced.





2. Examine your procedures to see where paper can be found





You can’t fix a problem unless you have a good understanding of it and its impact. So once you’ve established why you want to eliminate paper from your workplace, it’s time to examine your processes and identify opportunities to reduce paper and paper-based processes. Then, communicate your findings across your organization and receive their buy-in.





You won’t be able to solve your paper problem until you know where it came from.





The first step to understanding the problem and its true impact is to conduct a process audit. Create a document or spreadsheet that lists all of your department’s workflows, processes, and tasks..





To acquire a complete picture of all procedures, you may need to work with coworkers. Gathering signatures on paper, storing paper documents in physical storage, and mailing documents, contracts, or receipts are all examples of paper-based procedures.









3. Collaborate across departments to gain a better understanding of requirements









This step can be done in conjunction with auditing procedures. While you’re focused on your department, find coworkers in other departments to do the same. This will ensure that your company is addressing the paper problem comprehensively and synergistically.





To avoid surprises down the road, it’s critical to engage in cross-departmental collaboration from the start.





Consider using design thinking to assist uncover possible solutions once you’ve worked out where paper is hiding throughout the company.




Design thinking is a one-of-a-kind approach to problem-solving and bettering experiences. It’s a method of involving all stakeholders in a structured procedure that can lead to the discovery of innovative ideas. This method helps you to acquire a variety of viewpoints, including all relevant stakeholders, and come up with creative answers to your most frustrating problems.




4. Conduct research into paperless options









Now that you’ve completed the process audits and identified all the paper usage and paper-based processes, it’s time to look into which products, procedures, and technologies can replace all that paper!





To begin, compile a list of all the software your company now employs. This can help you uncover items already in your tech stack that can be used to replace paper, as well as products you can replace with a more effective solution.




Begin looking into paperless solutions once you’ve identified the gaps in your tech stack. Online forms, automated document generation, eSignatures, and workflow automation are all things to consider.





If you’re thinking about buying new software, keep the following in mind while you speak with salespeople:




	Have a rough idea of how many users will be using the software
	Be aware of your budget
	Make a list of “must-have” features
	Make a list of “good to have” features
	Recognize the technological ability of your staff
	Make a schedule for releasing new software





5. Create a paperless transition strategy









The success of your new paperless solution will be determined by a few variables.




First, you must communicate simply, concisely, and frequently. It’s best to be as transparent as possible while launching a new process. Your employees will feel more at ease embracing new procedures or learning new technology if they are well-informed.




Second, there must be a clearly defined transition schedule. You don’t want errant paper procedures or unnecessary documents lingering for months or even years! Make sure everyone is on the same page when it comes to expectations and timelines. You’ll need to give them plenty of time to adjust to the changes, which should be done in waves rather than all at once.




How can AUTOMATNG manual data entry processes help?




Data entry automation is reducing or eliminating data entry processes by using software-based solutions to enter data automatically.




Here are some of the advantages of data entry automation to consider when creating a paperless transition strategy:




	Significantly reduced data entry costs over doing it manually
	Enhanced security and fraud prevention
	Increased productivity of tasks that can only be completed by people
	Increased accuracy and fewer errors
	Reduced storage requirements and related expenditures
	The office is no longer the only place where business is conducted
	Eliminates paper usage at the source
	Increased visibility of your assets
	Enables and/or assists in developing new business channels
	Facilitates easy management of dispersed teams across time zones
	Consistent output as automated processes don’t get sick, tired, distracted, sleep, or go on vacation





How can Deep Cognition help in eliminating paper entry?





Deep Cognition provides solutions for accounting and data entry automation. By automating your data entry process with PaperEntry you can save time and money while drastically increasing accuracy. To learn more about Deep Cognition email us at sales@deepcognition.ai or visit our website www.deepcognition.ai
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming more common practice within the workforce, and many large corporations are joining the bandwagon as they create and transform businesses with document scanning AI software.




In this article we will compare some popular document information extraction software/services (sometimes referred to as intelligent OCR or document AI) and look at results on a sample document. We will evaluate AI based on generic document parsing that means AI will be evaluated based on extraction of key-value pairs and tables. Typically another level of AI is needed to classify these Key Value Pairs into useful information. As an example Key Value Pairs need to be further identified as document specific information like Invoice date, due date, due amount etc. for Accounts Payable Invoice.




Before we jump into the detailed comparison of document extraction accuracy, the table below summarizes the overall features.




Feature Comparison
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As seen in the image above, various providers and their services are compared in a qualitative table. The providers are only compatible and run on the cloud platforms of Microsoft ® Azure Cloud, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and Amazon AWS respectively. Various providers are being analyzed and use well-known cloud services, however; their capabilities are still lacking when compared to Deep Cognition’s PaperEntry AI Module.




Here are the detailed ten features listed in the comparative table:




	Accuracy — PaperEntry is 99.0% accurate in recognizing Key Value Pairs within a document.
	Classification of Key Value Pairs- PaperEntry has the capability to classify Key Value Pairs and normalize them before integration into any TMS/ERP software.
	Table Extraction- Our competitors have the ability to extract information from tables, however they do not have the capability to correct and align columns.
	Smart Table Entry Extraction – Deep Cognition PaperEntry AI can extract and separate values embedded in columns like descriptions (e.g. P.O. # mentioned in a description will be separated out).
	AI Validator Software- When there is an error in data extraction, users can correct the output easily using our validation software.
	Labeling Software- Deep Cognition provides a specialized labeling software that can be used by users to label their documents and eventually use those for retraining of the AI.
	Re-Trainability- Practice makes perfect, with PaperEntry, training is a necessity when it comes to improving accuracy. Users can re-train their AI when there are mistakes made in document extraction.
	Document Compatibility- Many competitors offer different types of documents, however; they are all standardized (i.e. 1040, account invoices) and do not offer flexibility to create their own custom document format and extract information from outside of templates.
	Security & Privacy- Privacy is of the utmost importance, especially when dealing with sensitive information, PaperEntry not only waives the worry by offering on-premise deployment, but also training to use the program offline or on-cloud.
	Custom Options- PaperEntry is 100% customizable to the needs of any organization, large or small. Deep Cognition is the only provider with a human validation service option, ensuring that all information on forwarded documents is extracted correctly.





Accuracy Comparison




Trials are important when deciding whether or not to choose a service provider. Many providers offer free trials, contact us for a free demo or click here for an in-depth video representation.




In this section, screen captures of the Key Value Pairs and Tables from various providers are shown and analyzed on a qualitative and qualitative basis.
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In order to maintain consistency, the same invoice was used for testing each text extraction provider’s service.




Within the invoice, there are a total of 23 Key Values Pairs (Marked in Red), and 1 Table with 24 values (Marked in Blue). Below is a comparison of how well the various providers’ software extracted the information within the example invoice. The information is organized by what information was correctly extracted, and what were some issues that arose.




Provider-1 AI




Provider-1 has one of the more advanced modules for document extraction, it allows for you to custom build and program your own software. Provider-1’s solution only works with Microsoft ® Azure Cloud.
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	Correctly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program identified 11/23 Key Values, of the values detected, there is a fair amount of accuracy as presented in the screen capture. The Key Values correctly identified relate to destination and numbers. It is to be noted that Provider-1’s solution only tried to identify invoice related fields and this might be the main reason for low number of key-value pair identification.
	Incorrectly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program missed many of the Key Values, as well as extracted the information incorrectly. There are a few mistakes in the keys, as some were not detected correctly and there is grouping of words.
	Correctly Identified Table Values- The program correctly identified the numerical values within the table, as well as the headers in the table. From the screen capture, you can see what was used to extract the values, the subtotal is left out from the table.
	Incorrectly Identified Table Values- The program mistook the descriptions as rows of its own, and created rows that were not originally in the table. Additional rows of information were included in the table that were one block in the original table, as well as blank cells of information where there is spacing between values.





Provider-2 AI




Provider-2’s solution only works with Google Cloud Platform (GCP). From the screen captured image, the identified Key Value Pairs are evaluated from the example invoice. Provider-2 is capable of identifying all the words on the invoice. Users may not notice at first glance, and may assume that since all the information is selected within the various tabs that everything they need for integration would be available, but since everything selected is not necessary, integration would be more difficult. PaperEntry, fixes any issues that may arise, with the optional human validation, everything needed to be selected and integrated will be.
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	Correctly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program identified 19/23 Key Values Pairs, of the 19 key values identified, some of the table values were included in the key values, the program was able to clearly distinguish between bolded and non-bolded information.
	Incorrectly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program identified information in a table as a key value, depending on the purpose of the document, the table information can be formatted differently than a key value. Another issue is the program does not identify a Key Value Pair if there is not a value associated with the key.
	Correctly Identified Table Values- The program correctly identified the correct table and information in the invoice needed for entry into any TMS or ERP system. All the values are correct and none of the text is missing.
	Incorrectly Identified Table Values- The program identified 2 tables from the invoice, however there is only one table that is needed for processing, in terms of data entry. The first table is bolded key headings and their values. The only correct and necessary table is the 2nd one. The program also identified blank values from the table and created additional cells.





Provider-3’s AI




Provider-3’s solution only works with Amazon AWS. Provider-3 has a more simple, user friendly interface compared to the previous competitor. When it comes to identifying Tables, the program creates additional columns and rows for blank values. Many would pass on this option, as the information is not correctly identified, this may be why Provider-3 has implemented a human validation service, so that the information will not be incorrectly interpreted in the future and will be more accurate.
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	Correctly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program identified 21/23 Keys and Values, compared to the previous program there is a significant difference in what is identified as a Key and Value. Everything identified is clearly laid out and legible for users to understand, the interface is great for those who aren’t big on clustered information.
	Incorrectly Identified Key Value Pairs-The program incorrectly identified some of the values, as seen above, some values are missing. Also, the organization of the information is laid out in no certain order and can be difficult to find what you are looking for.
	Correctly Identified Table Values- The program identified the correct table values. Most of the values are correctly identified and organized in an easy to understand row and column structure.
	Incorrectly Identified Table Values- The program incorrectly identified the table headers as a value itself, rather than as a title. There are additional columns and rows created in place of the spacing within the example invoice, that are left as blank values. With the addition of blank cells, the accuracy of the program goes down.





Deep Cognition’s PaperEntry AI




Deep Cognition strives to provide the best service needed for each client, with their flexibility and adaptability of PaperEntry, any issues that arise can be easily resolved and re-trained for accuracy. Not to mention, with human validation, these issues are quickly addressed without notice. The PaperEntry software aims to be as close as possible to to 100% accurate for integrating all company invoices into any programs used. With any mistakes, any user can easily highlight and address the issue, so it does not happen again in the future.
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	Correctly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program identified 26/23 Key Values, the program extracted general information that is important when integrating a document into any invoice software. This includes bolded and non-bolded information. However, the program offers a service where users can go in and correct the information, in turn retraining the AI.
	Incorrectly Identified Key Value Pairs- The program incorrectly identified table headers in with the Key Value Pairs, and is missing some of the values to the keys. There are missing and incomplete values as well.
	Correctly Identified Table Values- The program correctly identified the table information within the document, and organized the data in any easy to read and understand format. There is no additional column or row in the table and it is exported as you would expect an excel table to look.
	Incorrectly Identified Table Values- Depending on the user preference, one could say that the subtotals are missing from the table, however; the program correctly extracted the table information without errors.





Final Breakdown
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In this breakdown, you can see the total amount of errors made by each provider. Of the 23 total Key Value Pairs and 24 Table values, the graph above can be interpreted like this




	PaperEntry 	Key Value Points 	22 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	1 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	1 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.96
	Recall: 0.96  




	Table 	24 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	0 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	0 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 1.00
	Recall: 1.00   











	Provider 1 *Precision and recall for KVPs was determined based upon the program’s ability to extract only invoice information from the document, rather than the document as a whole. 	Key Value Points 	7 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	0 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	0 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 1.00
	Recall: 1.00  




	Table 	21 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	45 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	3 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.32
	Recall: 0.88   











	Provider 2 	Key Value Points 	16 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	1 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	1 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.94
	Recall: 0.94  




	Table 	23 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	26 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	1 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.47
	Recall: 0.96   











	Provider 3 	Key Value Points 	21 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	1 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	1 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.95
	Recall: 0.95  




	Table 	24 True Positives, detected and correctly identified
	11 False Positive, detected, but incorrectly identified
	1 False Negative, not detected and incorrectly identified 	Precision: 0.69
	Recall: 0.96   











Markets




Currently, other programs outside of PaperEntry are not equipped for use within various industries, their document extraction software is not able to identify the important keys/values and tables. On the other hand, PaperEntry is available for deployment within the following markets and industries:




	Accounts Payable- Invoices
	Logistics- Commercial Invoices Entry, integrates into CargoWise or any TMS
	Logistics- AP Invoices, Bill of Lading, Waybill, Arrival Notices
	Pharma- Bill of Lading, AP Invoices
	Healthcare- Patient fax orders, patient insurance cards etc.
	Banking- Loan document processing, tax document processing





With PaperEntry the possibilities are endless, processing work invoices is easier than before. Anything is possible, from Accounting to Medicine, any type of invoice or document can be read and integrated with PaperEntry AI.




Conclusion




After analyzing the various AI Document processing programs, various pros and cons can be concluded. When extracting data from a presented document, Provider-1 was difficult to set up and did not extract as much information as the others, and Provider-2 had a tendency to collude all information as Keys and Values. Provider-3 was more simplified in the extraction of information, but did not identify as much information from the document as Provider-2 and PaperEntry. PaperEntry was overall more efficient in extracting information from the document, as it identified Keys and Values needed to be identified on an invoice. The PaperEntry AI Module was able to process a given document and extract the proper information needed for integration into any program.




Finally the fact that PaperEntry provides labeling and training software to end customers so that they can train on their own documents sets it apart. This means that customers can train AI continuously as it makes mistakes and reach superhuman accuracy.




More Information About PaperEntry- PaperEntry AI module extracts information from forwarded or uploaded documents of your choice, there is no complex set up or templates involved. With quick AI training, the service is operational within a week. Multiple integration options are available for many popular ERP or TMS systems. Worried about security and privacy? PaperEntry offers on-premises deployment in addition to a cloud based version. Click here to read more in-depth about PaperEntry.









Setup your personalized demo today by contacting us at sales@deepcognition.ai .









Disclaimers- Any product names, logos, brands, and other trademarks or images featured or referred to within this article and/or on any social media forum are the property of their respective trademark holders.









These trademark holders are not affiliated with Deep Cognition, Inc. or it’s website. These trademark holders do not sponsor or endorse Deep Cognition, Inc. or any of it’s products or comments.









Further, Deep Cognition, Inc. declares no affiliation, sponsorship, nor any partnerships with any registered trademarks unless otherwise stated.









“Microsoft”, “Azure” and “Microsoft Azure” are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation









“Google”, and “Google Cloud Platform” are registered trademarks of Alphabet Inc.









Amazon”, and “Amazon AWS” are registered trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc.
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The Deep Cognition Partnership Program is designed to provide technology integrators with Deep Cognition’s advanced AI technology and to together deliver a more advanced and efficient experience to customers. Together we strengthen current customer relationships, generate new streams of revenue, and showcase automation into existing networks and systems. The launch reflects Deep Cognition’s dedication to providing customers with elevated service and the best AI-powered solutions.




Deep Cognition’s Partnership Program is a global initiative that bridges the gap between service providers and innovative and efficient technology. The program allows for Deep Cognition to deliver automated data entry and enterprise solutions to consumers through our relationship with integrators/service providers.




Partners and their network of customers will receive unparalleled support and expertise from our talented in-house team of engineers and programmers. Deep Cognition is dedicated to providing the best solutions and services for integration within a wide variety of business domains.




As Deep Cognition continues to grow, innovate, and advance in creating new solutions, the demand for partnerships with technology service providers grows. Through these partnerships we expect our companies to grow together, reach and achieve new goals, and surpass expectations.




To learn more about our partnership program, contact us at sales@deepcognition.ai.
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Deep Cognition and Utilize announced they have entered a strategic partnership to streamline integration of Deep Cognition’s PaperEntry and Utilize’s consulting expertise for release in the European market.




With technology playing an integral role in every aspect of business, companies are beginning to recognize the need to accelerate productivity and investment in digital solutions to ensure they remain competitive. The Deep Cognition and Utilize partnership brings together AI powered business solutions, information technology services, and opportunities for clients to successfully transform their business. 




PaperEntry is an AI powered business solution developed by Deep Cognition to assist businesses in the transition from manual to automated data entry, it is able to comprehend both English and Greek typed and written documents. Since partnering, PaperEntry has received positive responses within the Utilize network.“PaperEntry AI has found an immediate response from the Grecian market, with interest coming from a range of company sizes, large and small, to a wide variety of business domains,” says Dimitris Bleris, Utilize’s Managing Director 




About Utilize




Utilize was founded in 2016 to provide Information Technology & Services to the private and public sectors. The company’s goal is to provide reliable software based on cutting-edge technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things. The company also offers project management services. Their team is composed of market executives with decades of experience in information technology and project management.




About Deep Cognition




Deep Cognition was founded in Dallas, Texas in 2017 with the goal to provide developers, engineers, and researchers with an easy to use AI development and deployment platform. Since the release of PaperEntry AI and custom business solutions in 2019, the company has seen exponential growth of users, partners, and clients. Deep Cognition continually strives to become the platform of choice for all businesses, developers, and users for on Edge AI technology. 




Want to learn more about our partnership program?
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